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Outline
• Ethical Conflicts in Social Work Practice

• Ethics

• Addressing the Issues

• Social Work today



Case Study A
• Mr. R, 77, in hospital, ++ medical issues

• No OHIP; no insurance

• Visitor’s visa expired

• Needs surgery and medications

• Family unable to pay for treatment



Case Study A

• Mr. R says he wants to go home to die
• Sons want Mr. R treated at the hospital
• There is a waiting list for Mr. R’s surgery
• Mr. R lacks airfare to return to Guatemala
• Social worker: “ I want to advocate for the 

pt, but hospital policy is to provide 
emergency care only ”



Case Study B
• Tom is the only school social worker in an 

Ontario town 
• Mario, 10, is referred to him re emotional 

difficulties. M talks about a troubled home life.
• Tom’s daughter plays T Ball
• Mario’s mother organizes the T Ball
• Tom feels this personal connection may 

compromise his professional interactions with 
Mario’s mother 

• Tom struggles with this COI  



Case Study C

• Julie is a new social worker at St Elsewhere 
• Julie helps Mrs P, 86, to apply to 3 PCUs
• 2nd Choice PCU offers a bed
• The hospital would like the pt to accept
• Mrs. P wants to wait for her 1st choice ( 

long waiting list) 
• Julie feels that the pt should die where she 

wants



Case Study D
• Mike: SW in a mental health setting
• Stella (client) is entitled to 10 sessions there
• Stella needs more therapy
• Mike does private practice from home
• Stella asks to continue therapy with Mike, 

in his private practice
• Mike is told this is a COI



Ethics and Social Work

• Social workers attend to psychological and 
emotional needs of clients & families

• Psychological and emotional distress is often 
caused by moral conflict

• Knowledge of Ethics can help social workers 
address the emotional needs of the client & 
families
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Social Work Values

• Social Justice
• Integrity
• Advocacy
• Service
• Respect for Persons (dignity, worth)
• Human Relationships
• Competence in Practice



What is Ethical?

• How do we determine what is / not ethical?

• How do we resolve ethical conflicts?



Ethics
• Deciding what we should do (what decisions are 

morally right or acceptable)

• Explaining why we should do it (justifying our 
decision in moral terms)

• Deciding how we should do it (the method or 
manner of our response)

Barbara Secker, Joint Centre for Bioethics, U of T.



What is Bioethics?

• Explores ethical questions arising from 
biology, medicine, and healthcare

• Encompasses boardroom to bedside

• Medical decisions are made within a social 
context



Bioethics: 
An Interdisciplinary Field

• Medicine, nursing, law, social work, 
chaplaincy and philosophy all influence 
bioethics

• Each field of study presents a unique 
perspective on ethical problems & solutions



Ethical Theories: Ethics of Care

• Emphasis on the relationships between 
persons, esp. between healthcare team 
members and patients

• Not enough to provide care to patient, 
rather the patient must feel cared for in the 
process



What is an Ethical Conflict?
• Ethical course of action is unclear

• Reasons to support several positions 

• Decision must be made based on the most right or 
the least wrong choice of action 

• Moral distress: stress and anxiety in situations 
where a desirable solution to a moral conflict 
exists but cannot be carried out due to a lack of 
means



Ethical Frameworks: 
Four-Boxes Model

Medical 
indications 

Patient 
preferences

Quality of life Contextual 
factors

Jonsen A., Siegler M., Winslade W. (1998) Clinical Ethics. McGraw-Hill: New York.
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Ethical Frameworks: IDEA

• Identify the facts and relevant 
stakeholders

• Determine the ethical principles in 
conflict

• Explore Options
• Act on your decision and evaluate

Ethical Decision Making for the Community Health and Support Sector (2005) 
Toronto CCAC.



Social Work Codes of Ethics



OCSWSSW Code of Ethics
• Two main types of issues:

1. Respect of Client

• Client centred, not professional centred

• Confidentiality

• Client self determination (autonomy)



OCSWSSW Code of Ethics
• Two main types of issues:

2. Uphold Professional Duties
• Maintain competence

• Integrity

• Responsibility in service provision

• Duties around record keeping



CASW Code of Ethics
• Two main types of issues:

– Respect of Client
• 1. Social work is founded on a commitment to respect 

the dignity and individual worth of all persons

– Uphold Professional Duties
• Social workers demonstrate respect for the 

profession’s purpose, values, and ethical principles
relevant to their field of practice



Back to the cases…



Case Study A
• Mr. R, 77, in hospital, ++ medical issues

• No OHIP; no insurance

• Visitor’s visa expired

• Needs surgery and medications

• Family unable to pay for treatment



Case Study A

• Mr. R says he wants to go home to die
• Sons want Mr. R treated at the hospital
• There is a waiting list for Mr. R’s surgery
• Mr. R lacks airfare to return to Guatemala
• Social worker: “ I want to advocate for the 

pt, but hospital policy is to provide 
emergency care only ”



Case Study B
• Tom is the only school social worker in an 

Ontario town. 
• Mario is referred to him re emotional 

difficulties. M talks about a troubled home life.
• Tom’s daughter plays T Ball
• M’s mother organizes the T Ball  
• Tom feels this personal connection may 

compromise his professional interactions with 
M’s mother

• How does Tom move forward?



Case Study C

• Julie is a new social worker at St Elsewhere 
• Julie helps Mrs P, 86, to apply to 3 PCUs
• 2nd Choice PCU offers a bed
• The hospital would like the pt to accept
• Mrs. P wants to wait for her 1st choice ( 

long waiting list) 
• Julie feels that the pt should die where she 

wants



Case Study D
• Mike: SW in a mental health setting
• Stella (client) is entitled to 10 sessions there
• Stella needs more therapy
• Mike does private practice from home
• Stella asks to continue therapy with Mike, 

in his private practice
• Mike is told this is a COI



Social Work Today

• Important attributes

• Knowledge Base

• Skill Set



Social Work: Knowledge Base
• Human behaviour

• Individual, Family, Group dynamics

• Managing people

• Societal norms

• Systems theory



Social Work: Skill Set

• Ability to identify, understand & interact 
with:
– Values & belief systems
– Organizational Systems
– Person in society (ecological approach) 

• Communication skills



Conclusion

• Potential contribution is large

• There are opportunities to demonstrate 
Social Work expertise
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